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2014 was a year of change. There were
new events, old events and an ever further
reaching calendar, one with vision. Please,
join us on our adventures and see what lies
ahead.

Kristina Smith
Event Director/Writer

INTRODUCTION

I don’t have close to enough space to really relate to you what an incredible person, friend, competitor, as well as,
volunteer and women Ann Whittlesey is. I have been transformed by her love, friendship and strength.

My name is Ann. I am addicted to running and peanut butter! I answer to the title...'Turtle'
I didn't start running until the age of 36 and couldn't have picked a better addiction!!
For many years my running companions were my best four legged friends. They were always
ready to go at a moment’s notice. They also sent me on a number of runs in all kinds of weather
that I had not planned. I could not look into those soft brown eyes and say no?!
Running with my furry pals is the best, but running with your two legged friends is
therapeutic!! We have some of the best talks while out running, free of charge and priceless!
My regular running pace has never been fast, thus 'turtle', but my heart to run is gigantic!
I was introduced to Race MT, GrrAnimals and Blister Sisters by a friend from the gym, since I
have been, hooked!!!! Finally, people that enjoyed the same addiction I did!!! The morning runs
led to race participation, to race set ups....to the most spectacular friendships I cannot even
begin to explain.
An example of the type of friends I have come to know.
The GrrAnimals run group and RWB wanted to show our support for the runners that were in the
Boston Marathon that had been bombed. The following morning at 6 am we meet here in Great
Falls, to run and carry the American flag to honor those at the marathon. That mornings running
conditions were on frozen ice and snow.....but we were Americans and runners, so you
run! Partway through our support run, I found a patch of ice under the snow and took a bad
spill. My right foot went right, my body went left.....crack crack....both bones above my ankle
snapped and down I went. One runner immediately took off to get his truck, in order to take me
to the hospital. Other runners held up the flag to block the wind while we waited. One friend
took the extra dog I was watching back to his house, while yet, another friend took my
daughter and my dog back home. The following night I had at least 15 friends come visit me in
the hospital.....caring for their turtle!! Surgery requiring a plate and 8 screws....and 7 weeks in a
boot. (yuck).
Two of my friends lent me a knee cart with wheels.....awe...freedom!!! I returned to the
running group, almost immediately and became a good picture taker!! I know that I would not
have gotten through all this without the support of the friends I found through the running
groups.
It doesn’t matter how fast or slow you are....just run...wogg....a forward movement.
I will be there to join you!
I encourage anyone out there that enjoys running, people, dogs, health, living LIFE...
to come and join in!
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There are several running
groups/triathlon club associated with
Race MT in the Great Falls area. These
groups has a diverse range of people. We
have all ages, types, and abilities that
participate. The times and locations vary
giving you the opportunity to find a group
or a time that fits your schedule. But most
of all we have fun, friendships and
experiences that can never be replaced.
For more info. Visit the web site today!

Race MT is not just about running.
The event calendar features a
mountain bike race, cycling, dualathon
and a triathlon. The events are not
just for adults. Family is important to
the members and volunteers
associated with Race MT. We feel
strongly that staying active, outdoors
and being able to do that as a family is
something that strengthening bonds.
When you support these events, we in
turn, are able to be provide for some
of our local needs, like the trails, pools
and other areas that enrich our
community. For more info. on how
you can assist or be a part of this
rewarding aspect of serving your
community contact us today!

Behind the Scenes
Have skills with a camera? We need you!
Have skills writing? We need you!
Have culinary skills? We need you!
Have a big heart to help? You are needed!

Want to support, not sure how………
Contact Kristina Smith (406)879-6870
email racemtkristina@outlook.com
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by Peggy Ray, DPT
Compression socks are the current rage in the running community. Look around – you’ll see
them everywhere from the starting line to the finisher’s tent. In fact, I’m wearing a pair right
now.
Question is … “Are there confirmed results behind the technology? … or, are the benefits of
compression all in my head?” A literature review of recent research revealed limited
reliability and validity to support the advertising claims about compression garments. Does it
really matter if the evidence of their effectiveness cannot be guaranteed? If they provide a
perceived level of advantage, that makes me and many other running legs happy.
Advertisements rave that wearing compression socks or sleeves can enhance running performance by improving muscle
recruitment and power. Compression is also claimed to speed up recovery by reducing swelling, cramps, muscle fatigue
and soreness.
So “IF” they actually do the body good – how do they do it? … and, why don’t the claims test out more definitively?
To understand how compression may assist runners, we need to review our body’s basic circulatory physiology. Our
hearts pump blood to our muscles through arteries. This blood contains oxygen and nutrients used by our muscles for
function. Deoxygenated blood and waste products that result from tissue breakdown are flushed out through
veins. Our lungs provide fresh oxygen and the cycle repeats.
Whether sitting in an airplane or car on your way to a race, pounding the pavement at 4x your body weight with each
running stride, or napping after your podium ceremony – enhanced circulation is a good thing. Miraculous? Nope… but,
definitely a good thing!
Consider a “garden hose” illustration. If you crimp a hose, the volume of water trying to pass through the restricted area
will be the same, so the pressure and velocity of the flow will increase. Parallel – arterial flow. On the other hand, if you
use a soaker hose that allows water to seep out slowly along the route – the volume of fluid reaching the end of the
hose will diminish. Parallel – venous flow. If compression can support our vessels enough to enhance their ability to
deliver oxygen and flush out toxins – we are on to something positive.
How do you know if compression is right for you? Should you use a sock or sleeve? How much compression is most
beneficial? Should you wear them before/during/after an event? Here is where the research is lacking. There are so
many variables to account for – that general recommendations have been challenging to confirm with certainty. Blood
pressure, muscle tone, body mass index, training distances/ intensities/surfaces – are all factors in the efficiency of our
blood flow. Optimal effectiveness of compression will be somewhat unique for each individual and will require a bit of
trial.
Here are some things to consider when choosing whether or not to jump on the compression garment band wagon. If
you have swelling in your feet or an injury that affects your arch/ankle/Achilles tendon – you may want to trial the
sock. If calf cramps, shin splints, or delayed-onset muscle soreness are your primary complaints, a sleeve will likely be
sufficient.
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The amount of compression also varies widely. An online search of athletic compression availability ranged from 8 to 30
mm Hg of pressure. I prefer compression socks that provide graduated compression starting at 30 mmHg at the foot
/ankle and drop toward the top of the calf. If you choose to run with your compression garment, keep in mind that it
could slide down if it is not tight enough. That will drive you crazy! On the other hand, if you wear a sleeve that is too
tight, it could cause your foot to retain fluid and go numb – making you feel as if you are running with five pounds of
mud caked to the bottom of your shoes. That will also drive you crazy!
**Disclaimer: If you have a diagnosed circulatory deficit (such as venous insufficiency, history of deep vein thrombosis,
severe varicosities), please discuss the use of compression with your primary physician or vascular surgeon for specific
recommendations. Medical grade compression garments can exceed 40 mm Hg, but this level is not recommended for
healthy runners.
All in all, compression socks and sleeves are just another trick you can put in your gym bag. The benefits are similar to
that of an ice bath … but, ice baths can’t protect your legs from scratchy shrubs along the trail and don’t come in as
many fun colors!

About Peggy Ray

Peggy Ray runs, cycles and swims in Great Falls. She moved to Montana over twenty years ago after earning her
degree in Physical Therapy at the University of Puget Sound. She and her husband, Ron, enjoy sharing adventures
throughout our beautiful State with their extended family and friends.
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NUTRITION CORNER

Over the years I have worked with quite a few athletes most of whom were
runners, cyclers and swimmers or a combo of the three. When I have
reviewed their food diaries the first question that often came to mind is
"where is the food? "" Most of them have some pretty good ideas on
balancing their diet to work with their exercise schedule. Many know they
need calories, protein and nutrients. However, it’s the source of those things
that is the issue. Often it comes in the form of energy bars, enhanced drinks,
fortified packaged/processed foods. The problem here is that along with the
needed calories, protein etc.. comes chemicals of all kinds keeping the body working to continually try to
remove these toxins. This taxes the immune system to the max considering all the other jobs it has to do.
Without getting to technical one has to understand how real food works. If you eat a carrot you do not just get
something good for your eyes. There's more to a carrot or a sweet potato than just vitamin A. Within the body,
vitamins, minerals, and other essential nutrients work together with literally thousands of other compounds,
such as special starches and fibers in whole grains, and unique fats in seeds and nuts. Within real foods such
as vegetables you get a great variety of various vitamins, minerals and more. All of this works together
(synergy) to give the body what it needs. I am talking about REAL vitamins and minerals rather than lab made
synthetic type vitamins and minerals that are often added to the mix of processed/packaged foods. And it's
that whole package that promotes good health and peak athletic performance.
How does the immune system work? . Anything foreign that you put into your body is seen by the immune
system as an enemy that is invading the body and the immune system rushes quickly to try to fight it off or
move it out. So what exactly is foreign to the body? Anything that is not natural is the short answer. Food
items that have been sprayed with various pesticides, herbicides and the like are on the food and go into the
body. What was sprayed on is not natural thus the body sees it as foreign and tries to get rid of it while
working at the same time to keep the nutrients from the food itself. Our immune system never rests.. It is
constantly trying to rid the body of toxins that come by way of food, water, air, clothing, and beauty products
and so on. Thus... it is in damage control mode 24/7 and it simply cannot keep up without your help..
There is a saying: Take Care of your body, it’s the only place you have to live. And I might add that you
cannot move out. We have to become responsible to help our body stay as healthy as possible if we want to
continue to be highly active and preform the best we can.
A short list of helpful ideas:
Stop all the white sugar.
Eat seeds and nuts. I highly recommend Hemp seeds and Chia seeds. They are packed with health-boosting
compounds. In addition to traditional nutrients like protein and essential fats, seeds contain bioactive
compounds, such as phenolic compounds and frolic acid, which act as antioxidants.
Try to eat five different colored fruits and vegetables daily. You already know that eating fruits and veggies
supplies your body with natural vitamins, minerals and more to fuel your running. But to get the most from your
produce, you need to think in terms of color–yellow, orange, red, green, blue, purple, and every shade in
between. NOTE on cooking veggies.. The longer they are cooked the less nutrients. The hotter they are
cooked the less nutrients. Raw is best. Steamed lightly is 2nd best.
I do not know anyone who does not have a hard time trying to eat the recommended 5 to 7 servings of veggies
a day. The answer to this is JUICING. In a good high powered blender such as the Vitamix or Ninja one can
get an easy 3 to 4 servings in one Juicing.. It will REV up your life.
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Cut back on meat: More chicken and fish, less red meat. Less meat and more veggies will allow the body to
clear itself much easier and more often which leads to better health. A dog can digest meat in 2 hours.. it
takes far longer for a human to digest meat because we have a much longer digestive tract, thus meat stays in
our body many more hours and takes a great deal more work to digest.
Seriously consider cutting back on dairy which has been found to be even more a culprit than meat in the
cancer arena. Try different types of milk such as Coconut or Almond milk. A little organic cheese now and
then and enjoy your eggs.
Please get your meat, poultry, and eggs from free-range - grass-fed animals to avoid all the corn, growth
hormones, and antibiotics that go into conventional factory farmed animals.
The next article will be on "Carb loading" and you may be surprised .........
----------------------------------------------

Bio: Linda Carlson lives with her husband and 4 dogs in Loma, Montana. She has spent many years in the
Nutrition and Health arena. She began her journey while working with animal health issues back in the early
90s then moved on to people. She went to school and graduated as a Nutrition & Wellness Counselor and has
worked with clients all over the country including California, Colorado, Texas, New Hampshire and
Florida. She retired in 2012 after 25 years but continues to be available for those who want a path to better
health. She has written articles published by NaturalNews.com and continues to research and learn.
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What have you been doing in 2014? Well, we were very Busy!!
How did you do in 2014? Did you follow through on some or all of your New Year’s Resolutions?
Did you get out and accomplish your exercise goals? What about race events? Did you attend
and complete races or events you set out to conquer? Well, I can only hope that was the case
for you and that your goals for 2015 are even loftier.
For Race Montana, Inc. we were very, very busy and 2014 marked a year of growth and success
for our group. Let me take you on a brief tour of 2014 and what we have in store for 2015.
Race Montana, Inc. had 15 events on our race calendar for 2014. 9 of those events we directly
organized managed and successfully completed. The other 6 events we promoted and in some
cases assisted in their completion with other race directors. Our signature events remained
strong, here are some highlights. We moved our Save the Ta Ta’s event to July in 2014.
Participants started in the late evening (9:45 pm) from Broadwater Bay and ventured to the top
of Flag hill and back on the Rivers Edge Trail. Glow sticks marked the route and participants
dressed up and received glowing bracelets and necklaces. Portions of the proceeds went to
Women against Breast Cancer.
2014 marked the third year we put on our Chasing Squirrels Trail Series (off-road action).
Master minded by Kristina Smith, we had four events. A 3.1 mile obstacle event at Wadsworth
Park set things off. A snowy, cold day was what participants battled in addition to the course
obstacles. A night run on the North Shore trail system leaving from the Ryan Dam Trail Head
was once again a popular outing. A headlamp was must for this one as participants completed a
fairly challenging course in the dark. Two more events one on the South Shore leaving from the
Lewis and Clark Overlook and another on the North Shore trail venturing from Marony Dam
made for a diverse series. Consider becoming more acquainted with our fabulous off road single
track trail system in 2015 by attending one or all of our trail series events in 2015. Many thanks
to Kristina Smith for her fine efforts, vision and expertise in putting on these types of event.
Once again we teamed up with Scheels to help put on the Red White and Blue Duathlon and
5K. Not a good swimmer, perfect, do a Du, a Duathlon. Yeah, a run, bike, run event starting
from the Electric City Water Park parking lot. Participants ran 1.5 miles (flat course over to
West Bank Park), biked a very flat 12 miles on Lower River Road and then ran another 1.5 miles.
Yea, no swimming, what a blessing. Once again, you do not have to run, you can walk, bike,
walk if you would like. The event supports our military members and especially the Red, White
and Blue group within the military that help reach out to veterans as well as active duty
personnel. Hey, why not “do the Scheels and Race Montana Du” in 2015?
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The Race Montana Triathlon continues to be one of the most organized and beginner friendly
events for all ages in the state of Montana. I can say that with confidence as I direct the event
and I have raced in triathlons all across the state. So I know the competition. Early August has
consistently left us with the most fantastic weather Montana has to offer. The snake swim in the
Electric City Water Park is overseen by Marion Perman and goes off without a hitch. The
basically flat bike and run courses make for some very fast times as well as being user friendly
for newbies to the sport. Participants are able to enjoy the water park at no cost for the entire
day. Over $2500 in prizes and giveaways is the norm for this event. Portions of the proceeds
from the triathlon were donated to the Natatorium and the Gibson Park Lighting Project.
Finishing off our signature events are the Kickin’ Half Marathon and 10K and the Burn the
Bird. Tina Hart directs the Kickin Half and 10K which is run on the Rivers Edge Trail. The half
marathon is basically flat and fast with 6 aide stations to keep runners/walkers well hydrated
and nourished. The 10K has several hills that can challenge our participants. The September
running of this event leaves participants with awesome temperatures for achieving a PR.
Burning calories before having a feast at Thanksgiving is the mantra for Burn the Bird 5K and
10K. Always a local favorite on Thanksgiving Day, the annual Burn the Bird is our way of saying
“Thank you” to our military personnel and their families. This race commonly sees some low
temperatures but was once again a sought after event for families and friends. Portions of the
proceeds were donated to the Rivers Edge Trail.
Race Montana also has a running club component that saw some significant growth in 2014.
The Grranimals and the Blister Sister and Misters continue to forge ahead with solid
participation. The Grrranimals continue to meet on Tuesday and Thursdays at numerous
locations around the city. Much more than just running is the mantra for this group. Core
strengthening remains a key feature of their workouts. Kristina Smith continues to help direct
this group along with Dr. Dan Hodson and Wade Stover. Coming under the wing of Race
Montana was Branch Brady’s running group. Branch has long been a running icon in Great Falls.
The former cross country and track coach for CMR continues to direct runners on Wednesday
afternoons for hill repeats during the spring, summer and fall. During the winter months
Branch’s group heads inside CMR high school for stair repeat workouts. Individuals of all
abilities are welcome to run or walk. 2014 saw the development of the Great Falls Triathlon club
as well as the Great Falls Trail Runners. These groups offer a unique niche for those interested
in these areas of athletic expertise. Once again we welcome participants of all abilities to join in
and expand their fitness level. Only $25 allows you to become an official member of one of
these clubs as well as RRCA (Road Runner Clubs of America). Race Montana members will
receive monthly newsletters with valuable information as well as a club tech shirt. As a member
of RRCA participants receive a whole host of benefits including $10,000 of medical insurance if
injured during a Race Montana running club event or outing.
So what did you do in 2014? Wow, at Race Montana we rocked in 2014. Not a runner, no
problem why not come out and walk one of our events or participate with the Grrranimals
running group (remember they do not just run, it’s a complete within body experience – give it a
try)? Let us help you make your New Year’s Resolutions become a reality. How about
competing in your first Triathlon or duathlon? We have them both a much more.
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From the entire staff at Race Montana, Inc., Have a blessed
Christmas and New Year’s. See you in 2015!

Branch Brady

The GrrAnimals
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Support of our local sponsors is very
important. The individuals and
organizations that believe in the vision
that we at Race MT have and stand
behind us, are much appreciated. Please
see a list of those who help us to pursue
goals we all can enjoy and benefit from,
do so by visiting our web site for a
complete list.

